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ABSTRACT 

Attention is focused on large rectangular frameworks of constllnt m('sh si?e and 
constant properties of members in "ach dIrection. Th" frllml'work is considered 
to be under inlti~lL i..IxiiJ) ]oadH. A continuOUR approxjlll;JLioo lor llll' (~xprl!ssloll 

of potential ('(1<'rgy is formulatl'd lind, postulating an ("I";v;li"I1L ml<:ropolilr 
continuum under Injtinl strcHs, ulf£t'rcnLjnJ equ,ltjnns of "qufJihrllJlJl in h'rms 
of diHpJi.lcl·mt~nls ~1I111 rotalions lire derived. ExprcHsJoT1~; lor ~j( n'~;:;l'~" (,()llrl(~ 

stresses and constitutive rl']'lljons <Ire also prl'HCnl{·d. 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the methods for the ana lysis of buckling of frames arc theoretica Ily 
well-known, buckling of truly large grid frameworks, such as high-rise bui Id
ings, is practically intractable with the classical methods since the size of 
problem overtaxes the capacity of computers presl'ntly available. In practice, 
the assessment of stability is restricted, as a rule, to local behilvior of 
columns within the frame, and very slender buildings are either ilvoided, in 
order to insure that investigation of the overal I loss of stability is not 
important, or very rigid bracings (or stiffening walls) are provided, which 
secures stability even without the framework. Nevertheless, even in such 
structures the response to horizontal forces is affected by the initial loads 
in the columns. In the future development toward higher, lighter and slenderer 
structures, it can be expected that even the overall stability modes with axial 
extensions of columns will become an important consideration in design. 

Experience with the exact solutions of the overa 11 behavior of large frames 
indicates that the displacements and rotations of joints usually vary relatively 
smoothly from floor to floor and bay to bay. This SUm~('sts th;" ;} c('rtain 
continuum approxilll<ltion CiJn be used as onc method oj ov('rcoTTljn~ tlw elil fJcuJti('s. 

The devc]oplTlcnt of vtlrjotls theories of Htru('lun.~d continua h;J~j b('('n iJccompJj8h(~d 

only recently r I, '1, '\!. Their common ch:Jractl'rJslic If';llun' j;, tlw ('xi~;lt'Tll'(' 
of coup 1(' ~trt'~s{'~~ nnd .. ,Hynlnctri<: shear Sl«'.H!a's. A:; wi II h~· :;hl)WI1 lOIter, an 
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appropriate approximation to a grid framework is Eringen's micropolar medium 
[3], characterized by the dependence of the elastic potential on the gradient 
of microrotation and the difference between micro- and macrorotation, in addi
tion to the dependence on the symmetric part of the displacement gradient as in 
classical elasticity. 

The possibility of applying these theories as approximations to frameworks and 
lattices has been mentioned in many papers. Some very general discussions were 
made, e.g., by Wozniak [4]. First specific treatment was presented by Banks 
and Sokolowski [51. In their paper, however, the special case of a Cosserat 
continuum, in which the micro- and macrorotations are equal [11, was assumed. 
This model is, however, inadequate because the microrotation, ~hich corresponds 
to the rotation of joints in a framework, and the mncrorotatioo, which charac
terizes the rotation of a line connecting two adjacent joints, Ilre in general 
unequa 1. A further significant contribution WLIS ronde by Ask"r IIod Cllkmllk (6 J 
who considered a rectan!,'Ular gridwork with diagonals "oJ correctly /Jrrived at 
a micropolar medium. However, their model is also not fully consistent because 
certain important terms in the expression of elastic potential, namely those 
which contain second derivatives of microrotation but CLln be transformed on 
integration by parts to terms with first derivatives only, have been neglected. 
Buckling and deformations of frameworks under initial stress probably have not 
yet been treated in this light. The intent of the prescnt paper is to formulate 
a consistent continuum analogy for such problems. 

POTENTIAL ENERGIES OF GRIDWORK AND CONTINUUM 

Consider a member of a planar framework (Figure 1) which is initially straight 
and in equilibrium under a large axial force, pO. Assume that small end moments 
Ma, Mb, shear force T and axial force P is superposed at the ends of member, 

Fig. 1 
Incremental forces and deformations of a 

member of the framework 

which thus undergo small rotations ~a' ~b' lateral displacements va' Vb and 
longitudinal displacements ua ' ub. As is well-known (7], the follOWing rela
tionship then applies: 
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where iIr =(va-vb)/L; L = initial length of member; IjI - tpa and IjI - tpb .. rotations 
relative to ab; k = EI/L; E' '" EA/L; I and A = inertia moment and urea of thB 
cross-section; E = Young's modulus. Coefficients s clOd c arc functions of P , 
called stability functions. The expressions and tables for these functions arc 
available in the literature [7]. For a Zero axial force, ,,= 4, c. 1/2. 

The expression for the incremental strain energy Ul of a sjngJo~ member is 

U l = t [Ma(tpa-ilr) + ~(tpb- ,) + P(~- ua )] - pO(L 1j12/2) (2) 

° plus a linear term P (ub- ua ) which need not ~e considered because it governs 
onll the initia 1 eqUilibrium. The va lue (L' 12) represents, with an error 
0(.4), the axial extension of the member due to small incremental lateral dis
placements va' Vb' If the expressions for Ma and Mb, and P according to Equation 
(1) are substituted, Equation (2) may be brought, after rearrangements, to the 
form: 

where 

s' = sO + c) (3a) 

Consider now a plane rectangular grid framework with members parallel to 
Cartesian axes x and y (Figure 2). Assume that the properties in each direction 
are uniform, including the value of the axial forces. Quantities related to the 
directions x and y will be distinguished by subscripts x and y. Subscripts x 
or y preceded by a comma will denote partial derivatives, e.g., v = QVf,)x, ,x 

if ~ y 

I~J~I ==~jJ~1 ==:::;1[";+1. 1 
... 1 

UI+I,j ... 1 

~ It 
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Fig. 2 

Notation for the members of framework 
and forces acting on a joint 

2 2 tp = Q tplOx. The individual joints .. ill be referred to by subscripts i and j 
e*~essing the number of the vertical or the horizontal row of members (Figure 
2). The displacements of joint (i,j) in the x- and y- directions will be de
noted as Ui,j, Vi,j' and its rotation as tpi,j' Here a comma between the sub
scripts does not refer to a derivative. 
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The transition from a discrete. to a continuous systcm may be achieved by defining 
(sufficiently smooth) continuous functions u, v, ~ and fx, fy, m of the variables 
x, y, such that their values 1n poi~ts (Xt.Yj) are sufficiently close to the 
values Ui,j, vi j. ~i i' and Xi j. Yi l' Hi j' respectively. The latter three 
values represen~ pres~tibed inc~~mentAl 10a41 and moments applied in the joint 
and fx' f y • m are the equivalent incremental distributed loads and moments per 
unit area of the gridwork. 

The smoothing operation, by which the continuous approximation of gridwork may 
be obtained, consists in introducing the continuous functions u, v. ~ into the 
expression for potential energy and neglecting higher order derivatives in the 
Taylor series expansions of u, v,~. This is, of course, justified only if the 
change of u, v, ~ from joint to joint is sufficiently small. 

The incremental strain energy Ux contained in a pair of horizontal members be
tween the joints (i - j, j) and (i + j, j) is a sum of two expressions of forn. 
(2). Expanding the values of u, v, and ~ in joints (1 - 1, j) and (i + I, j) 
in Taylor suries about the point (i, j) yields the (olJowing continuum approxI
mation: 

2 2 2 2 +. 2k II' 2 0 2 
U - L E'u + L k s cp "'x x xtfXP,xv + 2k 9' (v - Cj) - P L v x x x,x x x x ,x ~ x x,x x x ,x (4) 

In this expreSSion, the terms with higher than first derivatives of u, v, and Cj) 
have in geDl!ra I been dropped. An exception must bu madu, however. with the t .. rm 
qxp because integration by parts in the expression for energy of the whole 
stt~ture converts this term into a term with first order derivatives. (This 
point has been overlooked in Reference [&).) It deserves mention that without 
the term qxp xx an agreement with the continuum approximation derived from the 
equilibrium'equations of a joint could not be reached. The legitimacy of drop~ 
ping the terms with other combinations of higher derivativus, with regard to 
integration by parts, can be easily verified. 

The incremental strain energy Uy stored in a pair 
in the joint (i, j) can be expressed in a similar 
corresponding to the area LxLy of the frame is 

of vurtical members 
manner. The strain 
(Ux+ Uy )/2. 

meeting 
enez:gy 

The incremental potential energy of the whole structure, -,t • apprOXimately equals 
P I' 

J J (U + U - f u 
(x) (y) x y x 

\ dx dy 
- f v - 1Ilp) 2 y L L 

x Y 
(5) 

minus the work of the loads applied at the boundary of frame. Integrating the 
terms involving the products qxp,xx and qxp,Y1 by parts (or applying the Green's 
theorem), the integral (5) takes on th~ form: 

r rl r r dxdy 
U dx dy - J (f u + t v + 1Ilp) 21. L 

"(x)' (y) .1 (x) (y)x y x y 
(&) 

where 

2 2 2 2 
~ LxkxsxcxCj),x - LykySycyCj),y + 

2k s'(u + ~)2_ pOL v2 _ pOL u2 -J"(2L L ) 
Y Y ,y x X ,x y y ,y x y 

(1) 

plus a certain contour integral of terms involving products ~,x and qxp y' Ex
preSSion U can be regarded as the specific incremental elastic potential of the 
continuum approximating the framework. 

Inspecting Equation (7) to determine the mutually indepe~dentovariables of which 
U is a function, the special case of our continuum for P¥ • P • 0 is found to 
represent the micropolar medium as defined by Eringen [)J. This also shows that 
the classical Cosserat's medium [1] is insuffiCient, while theories more general 
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than micropolar medium are unnecessarily complex [2, 31. 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUILIBRIUM E(JJATIONS 

The first variation of the incremental potential (:{ may be written in the form: 

614'£ = r J ,- L2E 1u 6u + L
2
E'v bv - L2k s c cp 6cp 

J(x) (y)_ x x,x,x y y,y,y x x x x,x ,x 

2 
- L k s c cp 6<p + 2k s' (cp - v )(licp - Ov ) + 2k ", (cp + u )(ilr~ + hu ) y y y y,y,y x x ,x ,x y y ,y ,y 

o 0 ldx~ 
- P L v 6v - P L u 6u - f 6u - f 6v - m&q1J (a) x x,x,x y y,y,y x y I.x I,y 

plus a certain contour integra 1 expressing the work of prescribed boundary loads. 
If in Equation (8) the terms containing derivatives of the vllriutions are in
tegrated by parts (or if Green's theorem is applied), the condition thllt 
6f.{ .. 0 for any 6u, &v and &cp rcsults in the following differential equations: 

L2E'u +ks"u +2ks'cp +fLL .. O 
x x,xx y y ,yy y y,y x x y 

(9a) 

L2E'v +ks"v -2ks'cp +fLL 
y y,yy x x ,xx x x,x y x y 

o (9b) 

° (9c) 

where sn and s" are defined 
x y 

as follows (omitting subscript x or y): 

2 ° s" = 2s' -TT P IPE,PE 
EI TT2/L 2 (9d) 

Equations (9a)-(9c) represent the differential equations of equilibrium in terms 
of displacemen~and rotations for the continuous medium approximating the frame
work. 

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS FOIl MICROPOLAR CONTINUUM 

The components of stress, a , 0 , 0 , 0 , and coup I(! stress, m , ,m for n 
micropolar medium in plane ftreslYmayY~e dUined with the he I p of f~e sp~cifi<' 
potentia I energy as is indicated in th" following re Iiltions, 

0° + (1 '" ,WlOu ,",0° + E'u L IL xx xx ,x xx x,x x y 

0° + 0 & oUlOv '" 0° + E'v L IL 
yy yy ,y YY y,y y x 

o .. ;WIO(v - cp) .. (k s"v - 21< s'cp)/(L L ) 
xy ,x x x ,x x x x y 

o .. oU/o(u + cp) .. (k sItu + 2k s'cp)f(L L ) 
yx ,y y y ,y y y x y 

m = oUlOcp xz ,x 
kscrp L/L x x x ,x x Y 

m '" oUIOcp .. - k s c cp L IL 
yz ,y Y Y Y ,y Y x 

(10) 

in which also the expressions Bbtained after substitution of Equation (7) are 
introduceg. The ~alues vJx, 0yy represent initial str(!sses in th" micropolar 
medium, CTxx .. - Px/I." CT - - P~/Lx. (The reason for their uppe"rancc in the 
stress definitiuns Is thn the wurk of the initia I stress on lhe I ncrcrncnta J 
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displacement u is a~xu x,) Equations (10) have the significance of stress
strain relationships 01 the micropolar medium. 

It is of interest to investigate the relationship of the above stres,;e>; to the 
internal forces in members of the frame. To this end, let us consider their 

~ ;:::1 ====:1,;;:1 ===~I L 

] [ 
] [ 
II II Ii 

Fig. 3 

Internal forces at the midspsns and their analogy 
with the stresses and couple stresses 

acting on an elem('nt of a micropolar continllum 

values at the midspan (Figure 3). According to the equi Iibrium conditions of 
the member shown in Figure 1, 

o 
T = P\, + ~)/L - P ~ (lOa) 

Then, usine Equation (1) and (·.,msidering the equilibriu.lI of the half-le(lgth of 
the member in Figure 1, the internal forces in the mldspan can be obt:lined as 
follows: 

N = E'(~ - ~a) = - P, T 
} (U.) 

where N is the axi·.ll force, T is the shear f . .,~ce and M is the bending "lo.nent at 
the midspan which is taken, by definition, about th" poi.nt located on the 
straight 1 Lne connecting the ends of membm: in the defof::'I •. ·,l position. Notice 
that these va lues characteriz" th.:: ·',Id moments af; we 11; 

M 
a 

Expanding u , ub ' v , Vb and ~ , ~b in Taylor series and dropping all terms 
containing Righer tRan first o~der derivatives, the following expressions are 
obtained: 

N L Elu N = L E'v 

} 
x x x ,x' y y y ,y 

T = k S"V /L - 2kxs~~/Lx' T = k S"U /L + 2k s'~/L , (l2) 
x x x ,x x y Y Y ,Y Y Y Y Y 

=lLks(l c ) cp , M 
1 

cy ) ~,y M '2 Lks (l-x 2 x x x x ,x y y y y 
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These expressions may be regarded as the continuous counterparts of the internal 
forces (11) at the midspan. Values of all functions in these expressions ought 
to be evaluated· for the midspan. 

Comparing expressions (12) and (10), it follows that 

N La N z La ') 
X yxx y x yy 

T =La • T • L CJ t ( l"J) x yyy y xyx 

N .. - L m (1 - c )/(2c ), M = - L m (1 - c )/(2c ) ! 
x y xz x x y x yz y y ) 

For a medium without initial stress, the latter of these relationships reduces 
to 

M .. _lLm M .. _lLm (14) x 2 y xz Y 2 x yz 

It is interesting to note that, in Equation (14), Mx is not equal to the re
sultant of the couple stresses m over length element Ly in the micropolar 
medium but rather equals minus o~-half of it. (The formulation in Reference[5] 
implies incorrectly that M • L m .) With varying initial stress, the ratio 
mxz/Mx changes. The reaso~ fo~t!~ lack of any simple, intuitive correspondence 
between mxz and Mx lies obViously in the fact that Mx varies along the member. 
By contrast, T and P are constant within each member and Nx or Tx do represent 
the resultants of stresses CJxx or a yy over the length element Ly • 

ExpreSSions for stresses, Equations (10), and their relations to internal forces 
in framework, Equation (13), allow to formulate the boundary conditions of micro
polar bodies approximating grid grameworks. The boundary conditions can, of 
course, be also deduced from the first variation of the full expression for 
potentia 1 energy. 

CONCLUDIK; REMARKS 

The equations presented above fully define the analogy between a grid framework 
and a micropolar medium under initial stress. 

The equations of equilibrium could have been, alternatively, also derived by 
determining the continuum approximation to the equations of equilibrium of a 
joint in the framework (Figure 2). It has been verified that such a procedure 
does indeed yield the same results. For the correct expression of couple 
stresses, however, the potential energy approach is inevitable. 

Application to practical problems is left to a subsequent paper. 
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